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Abstract As agent autonomy emphasises the need of norms for gov-
erning agent interactions, increasing attention is being devoted to (elec-
tronic) institutions for modelling organisations governed by norms. Mov-
ing from the concepts of role (with its normative consequences, i.e. obliga-
tions, permissions and prohibitions), norms (both regulative and consti-
tutive), and normative agents, we first introduce the notion of Computa-
tional Institution for modelling norm-regulated MAS. Then, we discuss
how infrastructural abstractions like coordination artifacts can be ex-
ploited to express norms inside computational institutions, and present
an example based on the TuCSoN infrastructure.

1 Norms and Agents

Generally speaking, norms are rules, enforced by some (trusted) third parties,
aimed at governing the individual behaviour of the members of a society. Al-
though the most common semantics of norm recalls the idea of imposing a spe-
cific rule or behaviour, this is not always the case in real life. According to
Searle’s classification [1], norms can be classified in two categories:

– constitutive norms, i.e. norms that are affirmed to create (constitute) new
states of affairs (example: the rules of a game, like chess);

– regulative norms, also called deontic rules [2], i.e. norms that are aimed
at governing activities, by expressing the obligation or the permission to
perform an action (example: “you should drive on the right”).

According to Peczenik [3], a special case of constitutive norms is the case of quali-
fication norms, which are defined as constituting some particular legal properties;
among these, notable examples are norms that confer competence and norms that
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confer power — i.e, norms that constitute a specific ability for some specific en-
tity. On the other hand, regulative norms are further classified into behavioural
norms and aim norms.

In the context of MAS, we will mainly refer to Searle’s classification, since
the basic distinction is between norms for ruling social activities (which fall
inside the class of regulative norms), and norms for ascribing responsibilities
and creating new concepts (which belong to the class of constitutive norms). In
particular, regulative norms should both enable each agent to achieve its goal(s),
and allow interactive social activities to be handled as virtual organisations or
societies, somehow mediating among different exigencies.

In this paper, we introduce the concept of computational institution as a
model to formally include the notion of norm into virtual organisations, and
show how computational institutions can be actually represented and effectively
set up via suitable coordination artifacts [4] exploited as normative abstractions.
As a concrete example, we outline a case study showing how to build a simple
computational institution on top of the TuCSoN coordination infrastructure.

2 Organisations and Virtual Institutions

From an abstract viewpoint, an organisation can be defined as “a social unit or
human grouping deliberately constructed to seek specific goals” [5]. Institutions,
in their turn, can be introduced as “the framework within which interaction takes
place” [6]: they provide a society with the structure and the rules (constraints)
needed to shape interaction among its participants. Among the models defined
in the literature to frame the concept of virtual institution, Noriega and Sierra
introduced the notion of electronic institution [7,8], later extended by Vasconce-
los by introducing the notion of logic-based e-institution [7]; on the other hand,
in the MAS context, Boella and Van der Torre defined the notion of normative
system [9,10,11] as a MAS with norms. Altogether, these models introduce the
key concepts of deliberative agent, role, norm, and normative agent.

Both electronic institutions and normative systems adopt a notion of agent
which emphasises agent autonomy: their agents can decide to violate a norm to
achieve their goals, or to change their goals so that they match the existing norms
— a property called norm autonomy. This is why such agents are known as norm
autonomous agents or deliberative normative agents [12] — in the following, just
deliberative agents, for short.

Each agent in the institution can play one or more roles, which determine
what an agent can do: basically, the concept of role is common to both ap-
proaches. Roles may be shared by several agents, and may be acquired either
statically or dynamically.

On the contrary, norms are not seen in the same way in the approaches
above, since normative systems feature both regulative and constitutive norms,
while electronic institutions consider regulative norms only. So, the electronic
institution norms can be seen as a subset of the normative system norms. In
particular, electronic institutions define regulative norms that may be submitted



to preconditions — a natural choice, since they mainly focus on communication
languages and interaction protocols.

The concept of normative agent — i.e., a member of the institution whose
goal is to enforce norms —, instead, is unique to normative systems.

3 Computational Institutions

A Computational Institution is a virtual organisation ruled by norms intended
as in Section 1. The word “computational” means that the entities participating
in the institution are not only humans, but also computational virtual entities
that operate in order to achieve the social shared goal(s). As in real life, the
main institutional tasks [8] are:

– to manage the identity of the participants;
– to define and validate the requirements on participant capabilities;
– to establish interaction conventions;
– to enforce the possible obligations.

With respect to the first issue, each member of the institution is characterised
by its identity, and by the role played in the institution. Of course, participant
identity management is essential, for both social and legal reasons: on the one
hand, knowing participants’ identities might be necessary to perform some tasks,
or just to facilitate their collaboration; on the other, knowing their identities also
makes it easier for the normative agents to perform their tasks.

As regards the second issue, every agent works in the institution in order
to achieve individual/social goal(s) by playing one or more roles which describe
what actions it can do. Each role can be associated to some requirements that
the agents playing such role(s) should fulfill in order to be a member of the
institution.
Computational institutions consider three main roles:

– the legislative role, which consists of making laws;
– the judicial role, which consists of deciding whether there is a violation;
– the executive role, which consists of detecting violations and enforcing norms

by applying the proper sanctions.

So, unlike the institutions considered in the previous Section, computational
institutions consider three normative agents — one for each of the above roles;
of course, in order to ensure objectivity, an agent can be assigned only one of
them (as in any “well formed” political structure).
More formally, a computational institution can be defined by the n-ple:

〈A,R, Req,N,G, aL, aJ, aE, S, Act〉

where

– A is the set of the agents participating to the institution;



– R is the set of the roles that agents can play;
– Req is the set of the requirements that each agent should satisfy to be a

member of the institution;
– N is the set of the norms ruling institution execution;
– G is the institution goal (shared between all institution members);
– aL is the legislative agent;
– aJ is the judicial agent;
– aE is the executive agent;
– S is the set of the sanctions;
– Act is the set of the activities that need to be performed for the institution

goal to be achieved.

As a simple modelling example, let us consider the case of virtual enterprises
(VE henceforth) [13]. A VE is a temporary aggregation of autonomous and usu-
ally heterogeneous enterprises, aimed at achieving a common goal, and whose
light-weight structure is well-suited to face the frequent changes and openness
of business scenarios in a flexible and adaptable way. As an aggregation of en-
terprises, a VE requires suitable norms and sanctions, possibly negotiated in
its set-up phase, so as to govern the mutual dependencies and coordinate the
individual enterprises, as well as the definition of the roles needed to represent
the tasks to be performed in order to achieve the VE’s goal. So, a VE can be
interpreted as a computational institution, where:

– A is the set of agents which cooperate in the VE;
– R is the set of roles that VE agents can play — that is, client, VE initiator,

and VE partner;
– Req is the set of the requirements that each VE agent must satisfy in order

to be admitted to participate to the VE;
– N is the set of the norms ruling the VE, established either in the (initial)

negotiation phase, or by some other higher-level entity, such as the Govern-
ment, State, etc.;

– G is the VE goal;
– aL is the VE initiator or client;
– aJ and aE are the competent bodies;
– S is the set of sanctions, again (like norms above) either negotiated or es-

tablished by some other entity;
– Act is the set of activities needed to achieve the VE goal.

A more detailed example will be discussed in Section 5.
Let us sum up the advantages and disadvantages of computational institution
with respect to electronic institutions and normative systems. Among the ad-
vantages, there is both the chance to define the requirements that agents should
fulfill in order to be members of the institution, and the separation of powers (ex-
ecutive, judicial and legislative), which enables to distinguish the different roles.
Moreover, by abstracting from technical details, computational institutions can
be seen as a general framework for virtual institutions. Despite these advantages,
computational institutions do not consider agent communication, nor do they



make it possible to describe a simple structure where one agent plays the three
roles (executive, judicial and legislative) at the same time.

So far, we discussed the definition of computational institution and its com-
posing elements based on a legal analysis of human institutions. With respect to
the social aspects of computational institutions, we should examine the activities
performed by agents in order to achieve their goals.

According to the research studies in the field of human (cooperative) activ-
ities, mainly in Activity Theory [14,15], non-trivial human activities are always
mediated by some kind of artifacts, that enable and mediate interaction, rul-
ing/governing the resulting global and “social” behaviour [16]. In fact, artifacts
are widespread in human society: the language can be considered an artifact, as
well as the writing, blackboards, maps, post-its, traffic signs such as semaphores,
electoral cards or the signature on a document.

Based on this background, coordination artifacts were recently introduced
as a conceptual and engineering framework for MAS and agent societies [4,16]:
our goal is to exploit coordination artifacts also for the engineering of computa-
tional institutions in MAS. So, in next Sections we explore this aspect, discussing
in particular how two infrastructural abstractions — namely, coordination ar-
tifacts and agent coordination contexts — can be exploited for modelling and
engineering computational institutions as MAS.

4 Coordination Artifacts for Computational Institutions

A coordination artifact [4,16] is a conceptual and run-time abstraction aimed at
entailing a form of mediation among the agents that use it, and embedding and
effectively enacting some coordination policy (i.e. suitable laws and norms). Ac-
cordingly, from our viewpoint, coordination artifacts feature both a constructive
and a normative nature, as they take care respectively of creating/composing
social activities, and of ruling/governing them.

So, in order to map the model of computational institution onto the notion of
coordination artifact, it is convenient to conceptually separate the computational
institution items into two corresponding subsets:

– constructive items, i.e. the sets of agents (A), roles (R), requirements (Req),
and activities (Act), as well as the institution goal (G);

– normative items, i.e. the sets of norms (N ), sanctions (S ), and the normative
agents (aL, aJ, aE ).

Of course, this not means that coordination artifact encapsulate all such aspects.
From a “norm-oriented” viewpoint, the encapsulation, malleability, inspectabil-

ity and controllability properties of coordination artifacts are particularly rele-
vant, since they correspond to desired properties of computational institutions.

Encapsulation means that a coordination artifact encapsulates a coordination
service, allowing user agents to abstract from the actual service implementation.
In the context of computational institutions, this translates in the chance for
user agents to abstract from how normative agents actually rule/supervise the



institutional activity (and possibly punish any “illegal” behaviour). Malleabil-
ity, in its turn, represents the ability of a coordination artifact to be adapted
and changed dynamically, following the intrinsic dynamism and unpredictabil-
ity of MAS — an aspect which is common also to computational institutions
— so that agents can enter/exit the system, or change their role, at any time.
Analogously, inspectability/controllability of the coordination artifact structure
enable agents to use/control the artifact correctly; indeed, a worthy feature of
computational institution is precisely the inspectability of its dynamic state, i.e.,
of what happens during the institution run-time. This property makes it possible
to inspect/access any stored information about interaction histories and events
occurred within an institution, for instance for normative purposes like incorrect
behaviour detection and violation detection.

TuCSoN [17] is an example of agent coordination infrastructure support-
ing a notion of coordination artifact called tuple centre [18]. Tuple centres are
programmable tuple spaces — i.e., sort of reactive, logic-based blackboards —
that agents access by writing, reading, and consuming tuples — that is, ordered
collections of heterogeneous information chunks — via simple communication
operations (out, rd, in), which access tuples associatively. While the behaviour a
tuple space in response to communication events is fixed, the behaviour of a tu-
ple centre can be programmed by defining a set of specification tuples expressed
in the ReSpecT language [18], which define how a tuple centre should react to
incoming/outgoing communication events. As a result, tuple centres can be seen
as general-purpose customisable coordination artifacts, whose behaviour can be
dynamically specified, forged and adapted so as to automate the co-ordination
stage among agents [16].

Topologically, tuple centres are collected in TuCSoN coordination nodes,
spread over the network: each node constitutes an organisation context. In or-
der to access/use the tuple centres of an organisation context, an agent must
first negotiate and enter an Agent Coordination Context (ACC henceforth, [19]),
which defines the agents presence and position inside the organisation in terms of
actions allowed on tuple centres by virtue of the agent’s role(s). More precisely,
an ACC is meant both to model of the environment where the agent interacts,
and to enable/rule the interactions between the agent and the environment, by
defining the space of the admissible agent interaction.

As discussed above, the set of norms comprises regulative and constitutive
norms. Since regulative norms aim at governing activities by expressing the obli-
gation, the permission, or the prohibition to perform an action, they can be nat-
urally managed by agent coordination contexts. On the other hand, constitutive
norms may be embedded into coordination artifacts, e.g. by defining a suitable
tuple or by programming the tuple centre so as to react to selected events. The
corresponding specification tuples could be inserted in the tuple centres by the
legislative agent.

Accordingly, while tuple centres can be used to model the social aspect of
computational institutions, embedding the corresponding norms, ACCs can be
exploited to model the presence of an agent in a computational institution with



respect to organisation, access control, and relationships between agents and
institution. So:

– in order to be member of a computational institution, an agent must first
obtain an ACC, which defines its role in the institution;

– the ACC can also be interpreted/exploited as a legal artifact defining what
kinds of interaction service(s) were promised to the agent by the infrastruc-
ture — and, conversely, what kinds of actions the agent can be expected to
execute given his role(s).

Summing up, coordination artifacts are suitable tools for building computational
institutions, possibly in conjunction with other abstractions — such as ACCs —
for the management of roles, requirements and regulative norms.

Next section discusses a simple example, showing how to define a computa-
tional institution on top the TuCSoNinfrastructure artifacts.

5 Example: public competitive tender

In this Section, we show that a simple public competitive tender may be seen as
a computational institution. Public competitive tenders are onerous contracts
stipulated between one o more economic operators, called bidders, and one or
more awarding administrations, whose subject is the execution of a work or
the supply of a product or service [20]. Among the various kinds of procedures
usually adopted for competitive tenders, we consider here only the so-called
“open procedure”, i.e., the procedure adopted when any economic operator can
participate to the tender as a bidder.

In the first step, the awarding administration publishes the announcement
of the competitive tender; then, the examining commission is set up, according
to the criteria defined in the announcement, which also states the acceptance
criteria for the bidders’ offers. Usually, the most common criteria for acceptance
are either the most advantageous offer (evaluating altogether quality, price, fea-
ture, usage cost, terms of delivery, etc.) or simply the lowest price. When all
the (valid) bids have been examined, the awarding administration eventually
announces the winner.

Public competitive tenders can be represented as computational institutions
according to the definition introduced in Section 3, where:

– A is the set of the agents involved in competitive tenders;
– R is the set of roles occurring in a competitive tender as defined above, that

is the awarding administration, the economic operators, the members of the
examining commission;

– Req is the set of the requirements stated in the tender announcement, con-
cerning skills and abilities required from the economic operators, such as, for
instance, economic skills, financial abilities, technical or professional skills,
etc.;

– N is the set of all the norms ruling the competitive tender according to the
laws/directives in force (such as [20]);



– G is the institution goal, which in this case is to stipulate a contract between
the awarding administration and the winner economic operator;

– aL is the legislative agent which issue the law/directive (e.g. the European
Union [20]);

– aJ is the judicial agent (e.g. judges, tribunals, etc.);
– aE is the executive agent, charged of enforcing the norms by applying sanc-

tions (e.g. the police or some public officer);
– S is the set of the sanctions, usually listed in the norms stated by the leg-

islative agent, to be applied in case of violations — for instance, exclusion
from the current competitive tender, and possibly from further tenders;

– Act is the set of activities to be performed inside the procedure, such as emit-
ting the announcement, setting up the examining commission, evaluating the
offers, etc.

Mapping such a computational institution onto TuCSoN coordination artifacts
amounts at adopting tuple centres to capture the institution’s social aspects, and
ACCs to model agent individual issues with respect to the environment. So, a
tuple centre could be charged of governing interaction among the tender’s agents,
according to the tender’s procedure; moreover, suitable ACCs should be intro-
duced for each of the different tender’s roles/agents. Then, a suitable behaviour
specification should be defined in order to enforce the norms related to agent
interaction, and possibly also some norms related to regulative aspects; how-
ever, how much of the burden of norm enforcing should be charged onto specific
normative agent(s), and how much should be embedded into the programmable
coordination artifacts, is an open design dimension.

In particular, the “open procedure” described above may be expressed by
introducing three agent roles (the awarding administration, AWA; the member
of examining commission, MEC ; and the bidder, B) along with the related inter-
action protocols in terms of exchanged tuples, and by representing the procedure
phases, too, as suitable tuples.

Figure 1 shows a competitive tender in which the administration name pub-
lishes the announcement, and two bidder agents, B1 and B2, participate to the
tender. Of course, some commission will decide the winner. So, suitable ACCs
should be introduced for each of the different tender’s roles/agents: the awarding
administration, the member of examining commission, and the bidder, B. Then,
for instance, the procedure could take place as follows:

1. the agent playing the role of the awarding administration, AWA, publishes
the announcement by inserting the announcement/4 tuple :

announcement(idA(id ),admin(admin ),subject(s ),criterion(c ))

where id is the announcement’s unique identifier, admin is the awarding
administration name, s is the subject of the contract, and c is the crite-
rion (most advantageous offer or lowest price) to be used for this tender. In
response, the tuple centre’s supposed behaviour is to trigger the automatic



insertion of a commission member/2 tuple for each required member of the
examining commission, i.e. for each MEC agent4:

commission member(idA(id ),admin(admin ))
2. the agents playing as bidders express their intention to bid for this tender

by inserting an offer/3 tuple such as
offer(idA(id ),bidder(bidder ),price(price ))

where bidder is, rather obviously, the bidder agent’s identifier, and price

is the offered price.
3. when the offer deadline expires, MEC agents (properly coordinating them-

selves via some interaction protocol enforced by the tuple centre rules) gather
all the offers, and select the winner according to the criterion specified in
the announcement. As a result, a winner/2 tuple is emitted to publish the
winner’s name (see Figure 1).

AWA

announcement(idA(�2�), admin(name),subject(s1),criterion(� lowest price� ))

offer(idA(n),bidder(b1),price(�2000�))

winner(idA(n),bidder(b1))

commission_member(idA(n),admin(name))

MEC1B2
4. out

1. out

2. in

3. out

offer(idA(n),bidder(b2),price(�3000�))

&.. 

B1

3. out

&.. 

commission_member(idA(n),admin(name))
commission_member(idA(n),admin(name))

5. in

5. in

Figure 1. Mapping a computational institution onto TuCSoN: the tender example.

Constitutive rules may define the tuple templates used in the institution, as
follows:

– const norm(announcement(idA,admin,subject,criterion(‘lowest price’,
‘more advantageous offer’)))

– const norm(commission member(idA,admin))

4 Their number is supposed to be a constitutive norm, expressed as a suitable tuple,
too (not shown).



– const norm(offer(idA,bidder,price))
– const norm(winner(idA,bidder))

These tuples may be stored in another tuple centre or in the same as the tuples
offer, announcement, etc.

Let us now consider a violation scenario: for example, in Figure 2, the tender
criterion (published in the announcement) is the lowest price, but the commission
communicates that the winner is an agent that offered more than another. The
executive agent monitoring the tender should then insert a tuple sanction/2
describing the agent involved in the violation, along with the type of sanction.
The judicial agent will finally insert the tuple related to the correct winner.

AWA

announcement(idA(�2�), admin(name),subject(s1),criterion(� lowest price� ))

offer(idA(n),bidder(b1),price(�2000�))

winner(idA(n),bidder(b2))

commission_member(idA(n),admin(name))

MEC1

B2

4. out

1. out

2. in

3. out

offer(idA(n),bidder(b2),price(�3000�))

&.. 

B1

3. out

&.. 

commission_member(idA(n),admin(name))
commission_member(idA(n),admin(name))

EXA
JA

5. rd
sanction(idagent(MEC1),type(fine))

5. in

6. out
winner(idA(n),bidder(b1))

7. out

Figure 2. Violation Scenario.

6 Related work and Conclusions

In this paper we analysed the concept of norm both in the legal and coordination
field. Although several analogies exist, there are different nuances of meaning:
for instance, coordination policies rule only agent coordination, while norms are
typical of the institutional goal, and therefore their violation entails sanctions
[2].

This general concept of norm is common to all virtual institutions examined
so far, that is computational institutions, electronic institutions and normative



systems. Some differences comes out on the distinction between constitutive
norms and regulative norms. Indeed, while agents and roles are intended basically
in the same way, normative rules in electronic institutions only include regulative
norms. Constitutive norms, on the other hand, exist in Boella and Van der
Torre’s normative system framework. Furthermore, electronic institutions define
concepts such as dialogic framework, scene and performative structure that are
particularly suited to capture the issues related to the communication languages
and protocols, and that have no counterpart in computational institutions.

Of course, several other test cases need to be mapped as computational insti-
tutions to validate this approach. Moreover, some key aspects deserve a deeper
investigation: in particular, further work is needed to better explore the issues
related to mapping computational institutions onto TuCSoN coordination arti-
facts, with special regard to the critical issue of suitably mapping the (different
kinds of) norms.
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